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Credit Forgiveness

We now offer subprime loans to members who do not qualify for prime rate loans. If a member makes
their auto loan payment on time for 12 consecutive months, they will have the choice to either lower
their rate by 2% APR or have their credit score pulled again and receive a rate based on that score.
This program applies to members with credit scores 640 or below. If you qualify for "Credit
Forgiveness", you will be given a certificate at the time that you take out your loan that you will need
to bring in at the end of the 12 month period. 

We are pleased to  offer “Credit Forgiveness” to our members and hope it will offer those with credit
challenges a chance for a new beginning.
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Money-Saving Tips From Top Bloggers
A roundup of the best cost-cutting tips from bloggers

Who can’t use a little financial advice? We all want to sock away extra money; however, most of us
more commonly check our bank statements, wondering where exactly the money has gone. Every
cent spent — from groceries to gas — may not immediately feel hefty, but these costs do add up. 

 

Pinching pennies doesn’t have to be difficult, however. A few simple cost-cutting tips can be
incorporated into your everyday life, and make all the difference. Take a cue from these top bloggers
about how to save your money, and start applying their advice to your own situation today:

 

Save spare change - You know
those annoying coins swiveling
around on the bottom of your purse
or in a front-seat car compartment?
It’s money that you don’t think
twice about, but if you toss all of
that spare change into a bucket,
you may be surprised at how
quickly it can add up. That’s what
The Thrifty Peach blogger Robin’s
husband did and the couple saved
$357. 

 

Cook - It’s that simple. Even just a
few meals a week, preparing a
homemade meal can save you big
(and it’s healthier for you, too). 

 

“The best way to save money on groceries is to prepare meals at home using as few convenience
items as possible — this means hamburger helper, frozen dinners, and canned soups that have
ridiculous amounts of sodium. Prepared foods are more expensive than staples,” according to Gary of
Gajizmo. 

 

Find a creative way to reduce energy expenses – A great example of this is curtains. These
pieces of fabric are all you need to lessen the costs of heat or air conditioning. 

 

“Look at ways to regulate the temperature in your apartment so you can use less energy on cooling it
during the summer and heating it during the winter. A simple way to do this is invest in some
‘blackout’ curtains that cover windows and can reduce energy costs by up to 25%,” says Ben Feldman
of ReadyForZero. 

 

Track your net worth - “Tracking your net worth is an essential step to managing your finances,”
says Rob Berger of the blog Dough Roller. “In a single number your net worth can measure your
financial progress, whether you are climbing out of debt, building an investment portfolio, or both.”
Your net worth is a way to measure your financial progress each year. That said, you don’t have to
have a large income to have money in the bank, as long as you have a high net worth. 

 







Use (and decode) coupons - Something you might already know is to spend time clipping coupons
— they are, after all, free paper money. But what you also should know is how to make sense of
them, which will save you more money in the end. Tracie Fobes of PennyPinchinmom.com explains
further: 

 

“When you look at a coupon, you should disregard the photo you see printed. Many manufacturers will
run a shot of the most expensive item in the product line in hopes that you will spend the most money.”

 

Repurpose items - Before dumping things in the trash, consider if you can use them again. 

 

“Look twice at things before throwing them away. Could you cut off the fronts of some of your
Christmas cards to use as gift tags next year? Could you paint that old piece of furniture or spray paint
a chandelier to give it a new life? Save nice glass jars for giving. You’ll never have to buy a box for
shipping if you save a stash!” says Kristl Story of TheBudgetDiet.com.

 

Save on gifts - If each year during birthdays or around the holidays you realize you’re spending a lot
of cash on gifts, you may need to slow it down. If you have a large family, consider picking a name out
of a hat to find out whom to buy a gift for. 

 

“Instead of giving gifts to each one of your siblings and their children consider drawing names. In my
family, we only give gifts to the children, no longer to my siblings,” says Mercedes Levey of
CommonSensewithMoney.com. Also, consider gifts that don’t cost physical money. “Offer to bring me
a homemade dinner for my family, or maybe just come and visit while I get stuff done around the
house. Consider doing this also with older relatives. They probably appreciate more you coming over
to visit and helping with household chores or maybe doing their holiday shopping for them. Help is an
often overlooked gift and it’s probably one of the most appreciated.”

 

There’s advice everywhere, so be sure to do what’s best for you.
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The Benefits of a Financial Tune-up
These annual financial check-ins are quick, easy, and will save you
money

Let’s face it: Monitoring your financial situation and examining statements and payments isn’t always
what you want to spend your time doing, especially if you’re a busy bee. 

 

“With kids, family obligations, and 200 TV and cable channels all competing for our attention, it is hard
to be proactive about finances,” says Mark LaSpisa, certified financial planner with Vermillion
Financial in South Barrington, Ill. 

 

The thing is, it doesn’t take long to get down to business. A few simple phone calls are all it takes to
review the ins and outs of your finances and hopefully make some changes for the better. Whether
you want to determine a more cost-effective phone or cable plan or find out how to earn more interest
in your bank account, experts recommend performing a financial tune-up each year to re-evaluate
your current financial picture.

 

Take Ryan Schneider, who
runs the credit card business
for Capital One, for example.
All he did was call his cable
company and, in turn, saved
extra money while still
enjoying his plan. 

 

“I redid the cable package,
got every channel that I
wanted and got rid of some I
hadn’t used in a year, and
saved about $50 a month,”
he said. 

 

Schneider also consolidated
some of his brokerage
accounts, steering away
from one that had higher
fees. By doing this simple
task, he saved another $500 a year — and it didn’t take much of his time at all.

 

“It was totally worth it, and it took an afternoon. I think it was raining out,” Schneider said.

 

Here are a number of other ways you can perform a financial tune-up. The best news: Each of these
tasks will only take you 30 minutes or less (and most of them about five minutes):

 

Save 1% more from your paycheck - Money removed from each paycheck is money you never see
— and that makes it money you’ll never miss. While one percent won’t drastically change the amount
of money deducted, over time, the savings could be substantial — even up to six figures in extra
savings.







 

Make an extra mortgage payment - If you can, making that extra annual payment means you’ll be
able to pay your house off sooner. In fact, it can reduce a 30-year mortgage loan down to 22 years.
Think about all the interest you’ll save by chopping off seven years of payments. Need even more
incentive? It only takes a few minutes to set up an automated payment or write a check at the end of
each year. 

 

Increase high-interest student loan payments - Once you can pay off your student debt from the
loans that are high in interest, you’ll reap higher savings and put more towards saving for retirement. 

 

“When it comes to student loans, it’s generally best to increase payments on high-interest private
loans and pay those off first. With low-interest federal loans, you might want to maximize your
retirement savings (especially if there’s a match involved) before paying more than the minimum on
the low-interest loans,” says Jennifer Saranow Schultz in a New York Times blog post.

 

Get a lower-interest credit card - Call up your current credit card company and ask for a lower rate,
or consider changing credit cards. You can research deals online that may offer a better rate; just be
sure to look out for balance transfer fees. 

 

Read your tax return - Or have your accountant review it with you. This will help you understand and
learn about potential tax breaks that you may currently be missing. 

 

Call cable, wireless and landline companies - And ask about better deals. You might be surprised
at the answer — you may be able to pay less without losing service. And when it comes to the
wireless industry specifically, prices fall all the time. Also, consider moving to an alternative company
if they have better rates and deeper discounts. 

 

Spend your gift cards - Many expire, and even if they don’t, the longer you keep them around, the
more of a chance you’ll lose them. 

 

Review your life insurance - Depending on your life’s activities — like if you’ve had another child or
if you got a raise in your salary — your coverage may be insufficient or you may qualify for a lower
rate.

 

These are just some of the ways in which you can perform an annual financial tune-up, but no matter
what you do, keep heading in the right direction. 
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Watch Out for These Home Insurance Gaps
Be advised — homeowners insurance isn’t all-inclusive

The insurance industry is a business. Understandably, policies can’t include everything or else selling
them wouldn’t make the industry any money. On the other hand, the providers of homeowners
insurance aren’t out to get you; believe it or not, they aren’t purposefully tricking you into signing onto
coverage that lacks something that you may eventually need. Here are some loopholes for which to
look out:

 

·         Summer storm damage - Many, but not all people, know the nuances of homeowners
insurance in the summer. Flooding, not including wind-driven rain coming in through your roof,
windows or doors, is not covered by your basic policy. Similarly, there is a lack of coverage for sewage
backup due to heavy rain. When it comes to damage from fallen trees, it will usually be covered if it
hits your house, garage or other insured structure. If someone else’s tree creates the damage, your
insurance company may try to collect against their policy. That works both ways, however, so be
diligent in your yard’s
upkeep.

 

·         Undervaluation -
According to Marshall &
Swift/Boeckh, a provider of
building cost information, 60
percent of homes in the
United States were
undervalued by an average
of 17 percent in 2013. The
reason for that surprising
statistic is that homeowners
simply don’t know to update
your policy after making any
renovations to your house. If
your improvements
increased the value of your
home significantly, you may
be left with a coverage gap if
your previous coverage isn’t
enough. Plan to review your
policy yearly with your
insurance agent; know you
may need to increase coverage for home improvements or expensive new purchases. 

 

·         Where you reside - Did you know that if a disaster occurs while you aren’t currently living in
the house you own, your insurance may not kick in? The fact is, once you stop living at the dwelling,
coverage on the building may vanish. So call your insurance agent as soon as you have a plan in
place to move elsewhere in order to obtain all the correct policies.

 

·         Reimbursement of valuables - As you may know, all policies do cover your personal property
to a certain extent, but these policies generally limit reimbursement for jewelry, silverware and
collectibles, typically up to $1,000 or $2,500. Furthermore, policies only cover the items if they are
stolen, not if they are lost or damaged. In the event of a robbery, insurance companies pay out actual
cash value, depreciated based on the age of the item, rather than the current cost of a replacement
item. Rider policies circumvent that hole, allowing you to collect the replacement cost if you file a
claim, while eliminating the deductible and covering mysterious disappearances and breakages for
fragile items.







fragile items.

 

·         Replacing your home - If a disaster occurs and your home is a total loss, your policy pays up
to the dwelling limit, which for most insurers is 80 percent or more of the insurer-estimated cost to
rebuild. That means that you often will have to make up the difference when rebuilding your home. To
safeguard yourself, first make sure the estimate given is accurate and fair, but even before that, you
should have an extended replacement costs on your policy. According to Jessica L. Anderson of
Kiplinger's Personal Finance, you can add 20 to 25 percent above the dwelling limit as an
endorsement for about $50 a year. 

 

Being a smart consumer applies when shopping for insurance coverage, as well as the rest of the
world’s marketplace. That starts with doing your homework and being aware of what you have and
what you will need. 
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Financing a Car? Head to Your Financial Institution
Why your financial institution is the best place to get an auto loan

Looking to buy a new vehicle? If you’re like most people, you probably plan to use an auto loan to
finance your new purchase. And if that’s the case, you’ll need to determine the best place for you to
obtain financing.

 

Where you receive an auto loan can make or break a good decision. 

 

“The big mistakes are made in the financing office,” explains Phil Reed, the senior consumer advice
editor at Edmunds.com, a leading auto research website. “Making the right decisions can save
thousands over the life of the loan.”

 

One of the best options for getting an auto loan, according to a report on car dealer financing from
the Center for Responsible Lending, is through a financial institution, preferably the one that you do
your personal banking with.

 

There are more advantages to seeking a loan through your financial institution than going through a
dealership. Here’s why it may work in your favor:

 

You can get preapproved early - Getting a loan through your financial institution means that you can
apply for a loan before you visit a car dealership, and that way, you’ll know how much you can actually
afford to pay before going car shopping. In turn, you’ll eliminate any potential embarrassing moments
at the dealership, such as getting declined for financing or approved for a smaller amount than you
thought you would be.

 

You’ll get the best loan
rate - By knowing your
financing rate and terms,
you also have more of an
upper hand when
negotiating the final price of
the car, whereas dealers
don’t have to give you the
best loan possible. 

 

“Most consumers aren’t
aware that dealers can mark
up rates without their
consent and often don’t
know what the interest rate
is on their car loan. Dealer
finance staff members may
tell buyers the rate quoted is
‘the rate that is available,’
rather than the ‘best rate
they qualify for,’ to avoid
legal challenges over deceptive practices,” notes a New York Times blog. According to the Center for
Responsible Lending report, consumers who presumed that their dealer gave them the “best” loan
possible actually paid rates 1.9 percent to 2.1 percent points higher than others in a similar credit rank.







possible actually paid rates 1.9 percent to 2.1 percent points higher than others in a similar credit rank.

 

You’ll obtain a lower interest rate - Your financial institution may be able to negotiate a lower
interest rate for you. And that means you’ll have lower monthly payments or even a shorter loan term,
thus you’ll save money and ultimately pay less for the car. If you go through a dealer, you may think
you’re saving money, but they could easily burn you with a high interest rate. 

 

“You might think you've negotiated the best price on a new car or truck, but the dealer could cost you
hundreds or thousands of dollars extra by offering an auto loan with an interest rate that’s much
higher than you could have won on your own,” says Interest.com.

 

It’s more convenient - If you’re financing your car through your usual financial institution and you
have an open banking account there, you may be able to add your loan to that account, which will
make it easier to make payments simply by logging onto your account that you already have. 

 

Ready to get an auto loan from your financial institution? Stop by or give us a call today to see what
we can offer you.
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Holiday Closings

We will be closed on the following days:
Christmas Eve, December 24th
Christmas Day, December 25th
New Year's Eve, December 31st- credit union will be open 9am-1pm
New Year's Day, January 1st 
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Go Green for the Holidays
Ways to be eco-friendly this season

People sometimes tend to indulge over the holiday season, increasing their waistlines and decreasing
the amount in their bank accounts. But when it comes to being environmentally safe, that is one area
where you should NOT indulge. According to the Green America® organization, waste disposal in the
United States increases 25 percent between Thanksgiving and New Year’s Day, causing an extra five
billion pounds of waste to enter the landfills.

While holidays are a special time to give thanks and celebrate with the ones you love, they don’t have
to have a negative impact on our atmosphere. There are numerous ways covering a variety of topics
to go green throughout the season.

Decorations

Turn off holiday lights during the day. This will save energy and allow your lights to last longer.
There’s no sense in wasting energy when no one is around to appreciate the lights, or when
they aren’t well-displayed in the daylight.
 Use LED lighting. “LEDs are exceptionally energy efficient when producing individual colors,
many using up to 90 percent less energy than an incandescent bulb to produce the same
amount of light,” stated the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
Close up your fireplace when not in use. While not technically a decoration, ornamented
mantels are a staple this time of year, and a nice warm fire sure does make you feel cozy on a
cold winter’s night. Just be sure that when you are not using your fireplace, close the flue and
block the hearth to prevent heat loss.

Gift-giving

Buy items with minimal packaging or packaging made with recycled materials. As for the
product itself, check labels to see if it is recyclable. Better yet, give personal gifts like donating
your time and talent to friends and family, or make donations to your loved ones’ favorite
causes in their names.
Avoid toys made with PVC plastic, as it is toxic. “Vinyl chloride, the chemical used to make
PVC, is a known human carcinogen,” stated Green America®. ”Also, additives, such as lead
and cadmium, are sometimes added to PVC to keep it from breaking down; these additives can
be particularly
dangerous in
children’s toys. PVC
is also the least
recycled plastic.”
Bring your own bags
on shopping trips so
stores won’t have to
give you new ones
with your purchases.
Furthermore, keep
gift boxes for next
year and don’t accept
new ones when store
employees offer
them.
Don’t buy wrapping
paper. Save and
reuse old paper,
when possible, or
use newspaper,
fabric, magazines or
calendars. Reusable
gift bags are also a
solid choice.











Consider products’
durability before purchasing as a gift. Cheaper usually equals lower quality, so keep that in
mind when debating over items. Also, when thinking about purchasing electronics as gifts, just
recall that the manufacturing and disposal of these items create substantial human health and
environmental threats. Green America® noted that the Recycled Video Games Network is an
invaluable resource if looking to dispose of old equipment.

Food

Compost scraps and store leftovers in reusable containers.
Buy food ingredients with the least amount of packaging, and go for organic when possible.
When eating your holiday meal, put your food on non-disposable tableware. Use cloth napkins
and set the table with reusable dishes, glasses and silverware. It may be easier to go paper
and plastic, but it is definitely not the most efficient.

Cards

Buy holiday cards made from recycled paper and printed on white stock with non-toxic inks and
without metallic or plastic coatings, as they are not very efficiently made. There are also cards
out there that are completely tree-free, made from kenaf and hemp.
Send holiday postcards instead. Eliminate the need for a paper envelope with this method, or
you can skip the post office altogether and send e-cards over the Internet.
Don’t know what to do with the cards you receive in the mail from friends and family? Cut it
apart, recycle the back of it and use the front, designed side as a gift tag going forward.

Trees

The U.S. EPA recommends the following tips regarding fir trees over the holidays:

Buy a living tree you can later plant outside or keep as a houseplant after the holidays.
Buy a tree grown locally to save energy associated with transportation.
Buy a smaller tree. There's less to dispose of when you take it down, and shorter growing time
translates into less land required.

Other tips include using mass transportation when traveling to see family, and also do so when out
doing your shopping, or walk, bike or carpool there instead. Cutting down on the millions of miles
Americans travel over the holidays will eliminate a ton of greenhouse gas emissions. Furthermore,
remember the basics — recycle, reduce, reuse. Recycle cans, paper, glass, etc., as well as cardboard
packaging and Styrofoam packing peanuts. Doing any of the above activities can leave a positive
impact on our environment and your future.
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DIY Projects for a Cozy Home
Easy ways to keep your home cozy

Even if you don’t live in a region where winters hit extreme low temperatures, this time of year still
tempts us to layer on soft clothing and snuggle up in a cozy room with our families. If your house
doesn’t currently have the cozy atmosphere you desire, it is easy to create that feeling with one of
these projects: 

Add a Mix of Textures

One of the simplest ways to add an instant feeling of coziness to a room is to add a mix of textures
and make sure that there is plenty of softness in each reach of each sitting area. Don’t keep your extra
blankets in a linen closet, fold them to display next to each chair and couch so that your family and
visitors are more tempted to make use of them. Be sure to mix the textures within each stack to create
a feeling of warmth and depth in the room. For example, you can add a stack that contains a knit,
fleece and thin blanket by the couch and place a second stack with a faux-fur and a knit throw by the
recliner.

Add Softness with Pillows

Sure, your couch is basically
one big pillow, but you will
be amazed at the instant
coziness that a few extra
down pillows adds. When
you are choosing couches,
you don’t have to limit
yourself to what can fit on
your couches. Instead, look
for pillows that can be
placed on chairs and
benches as well. This will
allow all of your guests who
are looking for a place to sit
an equal opportunity to find
the comfort of a soft pillow. 

Bring Warmth Through
Color

One of simplest ways that
you can make the biggest
difference in a room is by
changing the color of the
walls. If you want your home
to feel cozier, add the warmest color from the color wheel, red. If you aren’t ready to commit to
painting a whole room red, try painting a single accent wall or adding in red accent pieces, such as
blankets, pillows or rugs. 

“Wake up a monochromatic neutral palette with pops of a rich, warm color. Look for accent colors that
are saturated, but have brown undertones to keep the look cozy,” advises Better Homes & Gardens
online. “Repeat an accent at least three times in a space to make it stick.”

Add Detail Through Curtains

A room without detail feels temporary and rushed, and that is the antithesis of coziness. Curtains are
one way to add detail to a room without cluttering it or compromising on walking space. If you want
ornate curtains, however, you may find that they can be surprisingly expensive. Fortunately, you can
buy simple curtains and transform them into something that feels rich and detailed with this easy DIY
project from TheNest.com. 

“Buy an inexpensive pair of plain curtains (we like pleated ones) and amp them up with some











grosgrain ribbon trim sewn vertically down the edges,” recommends TheNest.com “The heftiness of
grosgrain will make them look expensive, and the subtle embellishment will turn forgotten-about
curtains into a unique focal point.”

Unify and Soften Furniture 

If you have one piece of furniture that is comfortable but has an unsightly appearance or simply
doesn’t blend with your home’s décor, you don’t have to throw it out or spring for expensive
reupholstering. Adding slipcovers to chairs and benches is an inexpensive way to give them new
warmth and help them coordinate with the rest of your furniture. You may even wish to add slipcovers
to furniture that already matches but is too cold, such as leather furniture. If you have a sewing
machine, you can save money by making covers yourself with this tutorial from MarthaStewart.com at
http://www.marthastewart.com/267923/making-a-slipcover. 

You don’t have to spend the winter in a home that lacks coziness. Any of these easy projects can turn
your home from cold to cozy with a minimal amount of supplies and time. 
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Holiday Gift Guide
The best gifts for your family this holiday season

With the holidays right around the corner, everyone seems to be filled with joy and cheer. But if you
haven’t done your holiday shopping yet, the mantra, “It’s better to give than to receive” is probably
repeating over and over in your head. And if you’ve exhausted earrings for mom or ties for dad,
holiday shopping can turn stressful.

Don’t fret: Below are several unique present ideas that are sure to satisfy every mom, dad, or kid this
holiday season.

Gifts for Mom

Book pillow - How often
does your mom curl up on
the couch with a good book
— and then has to re-angle
herself repeatedly to find a
comfortable position? A
book pillow is specifically
shaped to help you prop up
a book when reading — no
matter if you’re at a table or
on your bed. The pillow does
it all — even holds the book
— so hands remain free to
have a snack or even take
notes as you read.

Jewelry armoire - Does
your mother always seem to
be untangling her necklaces
or wondering where the
matching earring is her
favorite pair? A jewelry
armoire mounts directly to a
bedroom wall to open up
more space on the dresser. It features tons of hooks and drawers for jewelry storage, and sometimes
a mirror is included, so Mom can easily see which piece you’d like to wear that day without going too
far.

Spa gift card - Every mom deserves to get pampered from time to time. Give her the gift of stress
relief with a prepaid massage, manicure/pedicure or skin treatment. Take it a step further and get
yourself a spa card as well so that you and Mom can relax together.

Gifts for Dad

Remote control cooler - What father wouldn’t want the beverage of his choice delivered right to the
couch he’s sitting on? Up to 60 feet away, Dad can use a remote control to operate a cooler, which
glides directly to you on its four wheels. The cooler holds up to six bottles as well as ice to keep them
cold, and it can be used both indoors and out.

A good razor - Chances are, Dad hasn’t invested in what most men should — a good razor where
blades stay sharp, nicks are scarce and one that will help make a close shave a breeze. Introducing
King of Shave’s razor with Hyperglide. The razor’s hydrophilic self-lubricating cartridge creates a
HydroGel on your face when it makes contact with water, so there’s no need for any shaving creams
or gels — and the shave is as close as it gets. Other options for good razors include Gilette or Schick.

Front-pocket wallet - Does Dad ever complain of back pain? A unique culprit could be from wedging
a wallet in his back pocket and sitting on it. A front-pocket wallet is uniquely designed to be kept in the











a wallet in his back pocket and sitting on it. A front-pocket wallet is uniquely designed to be kept in the
front pocket of any type of pants, making grabbing a license, money or credit cards even more
convenient than before. This thin, compact wallet will also help eliminate the risk of Dad being
pick-pocketed.

Gifts for Kids

TV buds - If your kids are into watching TV, it may get pretty loud in the house sometimes. With TV
buds, a personal TV listening system, they’ll be able to hear the TV clearly, but you won’t. It’s not just
a gift for you, though, as these buds make the TV watching experience even better for the youngsters.
TV buds offer sound enhancement, added range, and quality, plus they’re super comfortable and
lightweight to boot.

Kid-approved coupons - You don’t need to spend hundreds on a popular toy — especially when you
can make your child a gift they’ll really appreciate. Create an envelope of coupons that they can use
whenever they please  —things like “stay up a half hour after bedtime” or “get out of a chore free
card.” You could even make the coupons about hosting a movie and popcorn night or doing an activity
the child is interested in. They’ll love getting to use their gift over and over again.

Hooded towel - For children ages 2 and up, bath time may not be their favorite time of day. Make it
fun with a hooded bath towel that comes in different characters. The kids will love taking a bath
knowing that they get to put on an adorable, comfy towel afterwards.

With these holiday gifts, you are sure to see some smiling faces. Head to the stores now to beat the
holiday rush!
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The Best Affordable Vehicles for Poor Weather
Climates
These vehicles make weather one less thing to worry about

With all of the impressive technologies available today, it’s kind of amazing to think that the weather is
still something that can wreak such havoc on our lives. Winter blizzards, torrential rains and even road
hazards can make our daily commutes far more adventurous than we expect. But the right vehicle can
help alleviate some of those concerns. 

Jeep Grand Cherokee

As the most awarded SUV
ever, it’s no surprise to see
the Grand Cherokee on this
list. There are three
available four-wheel drive
systems: Quadra-Trac I ®,
Quadra-Trac II® and
Quadra-Drive® II (the latter
with class leading capability
and an Electronic Limited
Slip Differential). There is
also a feature called
Selec-Terrain traction
control that lets you choose
from Auto, Rock, Snow,
Sand and Mud to custom
tailor your drive to the
conditions, as well as
Quadra-Lift air suspension
that raises and lowers the
Grand Cherokee for easier
entry and exit. 

There are three engine
options, too, ranging from
the award-winning 3.6-liter
V6, to the powerful HEMI V8 and the 3.0-liter EcoDiesel that provides a whopping 420 lb/ft of torque
while giving back up to 30 mpg highway, and a 730-mile range. Towing is rated up to an impressive
7,400 pounds. There are also a slew of winter busting features including High Intensity Discharge
headlights, heated front and second row seats and a heated steering wheel. 

Subaru Legacy

The Legacy has been redesigned for 2015, but retained all of the things that have made it a favorite
for those who want a midsize sedan that can conquer the worst winter has to offer. All models come
standard with Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive, a feature that almost no other competitor in the segment
offers, and is also available with the EyeSight driver assist technology that sounds an audio warning,
and a visual warning, to get you to react, and can even stop the car by itself. The Subaru STARLINK
infotainment system and Bluetooth technology help you keep your eyes on the road, too. The Legacy
also has one of the best safety records in the industry today, and was named a “2014 Top Safety
Pick+” from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS). 

"Although not without its faults, the 2015 Legacy remains the only vehicle in the segment to offer
standard all-wheel-drive while still returning up to 36 mpg on the highway (on par with most
front-wheel-drive competitors),” according to Kelley Blue Book. “This unique powertrain story coupled
with a higher-quality interior, attractive pricing, and relevant in-vehicle electronics have elevated the
Subaru Legacy into a genuine competitive posture with entrenched nameplates like Camry, Accord
and Altima." 











Ford Edge

If you’re looking for a vehicle that can handle both the weather, as well as your family, the Ford Edge
is a great choice. The Edge was named by US News as a Best Cars for the Money Winner and was
reviewed by Autotrader as a “sleek, two-row crossover SUV that does just about everything right.”  

Available in four models (SE, SEL, Limited and Sport), the Edge can be equipped with one of three
engines, a 3.5-liter V6, a 2.0-liter EcoBoost turbocharged four-cylinder that gets up to 30 mpg highway
and a 3.7-liter V6 that cranks out 305 horses. Intelligent Active All-Wheel Drive helps maintain control,
regardless of the weather outside, and safety features like Adaptive Cruise Control, Forward Collision
Warning with Brake Support and Blind Spot Information System with Cross Traffic Alert help keep you
out of trouble.

There are plenty of smart options that can help you stay safe this winter, but regardless of what you
choose, stop by and let us help you with the financing.

IH Credit Union • 937-390-1800 • http://www.ihecu.com/ 




